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Introduction
Architecture reconstruction is the process where the "as-built" architecture of an implemented system is obtained from an existing legacy system. This is done through a detailed system analysis using tool support. The tools extract information about the system and aid in building successive levels of abstraction. If the reconstruction is successful, the end results are architectural representations that aid in reasoning about the system. In some cases, however, generating useful representations is not possible due to the complexity and the lack of structure of the system involved.
This is the third edition of this technical report, which was originally published in August 2001. This new edition describes a new Architecture Reconstruction and Mining (ARMIN) tool developed by the Carnegie Mellon  Software Engineering Institute (SEI SM ) and the Robert Bosch Corporation, and the slightly revised reconstruction process based on it. This edition contains new examples and reconstruction guidelines that reflect the use of this new tool. In addition, the name of the Architecture Reconstruction phase has been changed to the Architectural View Composition phase to better reflect what it involves and to avoid confusion between the phase and the overall architecture reconstruction process.

Carnegie Mellon is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademarks Office. SM SEI is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon University.
Architecture Reconstruction
Architecture reconstruction generates an architectural representation that can be used in several ways. The main use for this representation is to document the existing architecture of a system. If no documentation exists or the available documentation is out of date, the recovered architectural representation can be used as a basis for redocumenting the architecture. Reconstruction can be performed either during the development of an architecture or after the development has been completed to recover the "as-built" architecture of the system to check conformance against the "as-designed" architecture. The architectural representation can also be used as a starting point for reengineering the system to a new desired architecture. Finally, the representation can be used as a means for identifying components for reuse or for establishing an architecture-based software product line.
Architecture reconstruction has been used in a variety of projects ranging from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners to public telephone switches, and from helicopter guidance systems to classified National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) systems. The SEI has used architecture reconstruction to
• redocument architectures for physics simulations
• understand architectural dependencies in embedded control software for reengineering
• evaluate the conformance of a satellite ground station system's implementation to its reference architecture • reconstruct three embedded automotive systems and evaluate their potential for conversion to a product line • recover the architecture of several network management systems
• recover the architecture of a satellite-tracking simulation system
• recover the architecture of a Java2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) banking application Using the tool support provided by ARMIN, the software architecture reconstruction process comprises the following five phases:
Information Extraction
In the Information Extraction phase, information is obtained from various sources.
Database Construction
The Database Construction phase involves converting the extracted information into the Rigi Standard Form [Müller 93 ] (a tuple-based data format in the form of "relation <en-tity1> <entity2>") and loading it into ARMIN.
View Fusion
The View Fusion phase combines information stored in the ARMIN database to generate a set of low-level views.
Architectural View Composition
In the Architectural View Composition phase, the main work of building abstractions and representations, and generating an architectural representation takes place.
Architecture Analysis
The Architecture Analysis phase involves analyzing the resulting architecture. In addition to the person carrying out the actual reconstruction, at least one person is needed who is familiar with the system being reconstructed (e.g., an architect or software engineer).
The reconstructor extracts the information from the system and, either manually or using tools, generates views of the architecture. The reconstructor begins by generating a set of hypotheses about the system. These hypotheses reflect the set of inverse mappings from the set of source artifacts to the design (ideally the opposite of the design mappings). The hypotheses are then tested by generating and applying these inverse mappings to the extracted information and validating the results. In order to generate these hypotheses and validate them, the reconstructor needs the support of people who are familiar with the system, including the system architect or engineers who initially developed or currently maintain the system.
Recommendations for Reconstruction Projects
The following are general recommendations for reconstruction projects:
• Have a goal and a set of objectives or questions in mind before undertaking an architecture reconstruction project. For example, reusing part of the system in a new application may be a goal. Without these goals and objectives, a lot of effort could be spent on extracting information and generating architectural views that may not be helpful or serve any purpose.
• Obtain a high-level architectural view of the system before beginning the detailed reconstruction process. This view guides the − extraction process by helping to identify the information that needs to be extracted from the system − reconstruction process by helping to determine what to look for in the architecture and what views to generate • Use the existing documentation to generate only high-level views of the system. In many cases, the existing documentation for a system may not accurately reflect the system as it is implemented, but it should still give an indication of the high-level concepts.
• Involve the people who are familiar with the system early in the project to get a better understanding of the system being reconstructed. Tools can support the reconstruction effort and shorten the reconstruction process, but they cannot perform an entire reconstruction automatically. Architecture reconstruction requires the involvement of people (e.g., architects, maintainers, and developers) who are familiar with the system.
• Assign someone to work on the architecture reconstruction project full-time. Architecture reconstruction involves an extensive, detailed analysis of a system and requires significant effort.
The following sections describe the architecture reconstruction process in more detail and present guidelines that can be used to carry out each phase. Most of these guidelines are not specific to ARMIN, can be used with other tools, and are useful even if the architecture reconstruction is carried out manually.
Information Extraction Phase
The Information Extraction phase involves analyzing the existing design and implementation artifacts of a system to construct a model based upon multiple source views. From the source artifacts (e.g., code, header files, build files) and other artifacts (e.g., execution traces) of the system, the elements of interest and the relations between them can be identified and captured to produce several fundamental views of the system. Table 1 shows a list of typical elements and several relations between elements that might be extracted from a system. Each of the relations between the elements constitutes a different view of the system. The "calls" relation between the functions yields the call graph of the system, showing how the various functions in the system interact. The "includes" relation between files shows the dependence view between files in the system. The "access_read" and "access_write" relations between functions and variables show how data is used in the system. Certain functions may write a set of data and others may read it. This relation information is used to determine how data is passed between various parts of the system. For example, it can determine whether a global data store is used (similar to a blackboard architectural style) or whether most information is passed through function calls.
If the system being analyzed is large and divided into a particular directory structure on a file system, capturing that directory structure may be important to the reconstruction process. Certain components or subsystems may be stored in particular directories, and capturing relations such as "dir_contains_file" and "dir_contains_dir" can help to identify components later in the reconstruction process.
The set of elements and relations extracted will depend on the type of system being analyzed and the extraction support tools available. If the system to be reconstructed is object oriented, classes and methods would be added to the list of elements to be extracted, and relations such as "Class is_subclass Class" and "Class contains Method" could be extracted and used in the reconstruction process.
Extracted views can be categorized as either static or dynamic. Static views are those obtained by observing only the artifacts of the system, while dynamic views are those obtained by observing the system during execution. In many cases, static and dynamic views can be fused to create a more complete and accurate representation of the system. (This fusing is discussed in Section 5.) If the architecture of the system changes at runtime, for example, a configuration file is read in by the system, and certain components are loaded at runtime. The runtime configuration should be captured and used when carrying out the reconstruction.
A source view can be extracted by applying whatever tools are available, appropriate, or necessary for a given target system. The types of tools that we have used regularly in our extractions include the following:
• parsers (e.g., Understand for C/C++/Java, Imagix, SNiFF+, C++ Information Abstractor [CIA], rigiparse) • abstract syntax tree (AST)-based analyzers (e.g., Gen++, Refine)
• lexical analyzers (e.g., Lightweight Source Model Extractor [LSME])
• profilers (e.g., gprof)
• code instrumentation
• ad hoc (e.g., Grep, Perl)
These tools are applied to the raw source code. Parsers analyze the code and generate internal representations from it (for the purpose of generating machine code). Typically, it is possible to save this internal representation to obtain a source view. AST-based analyzers do a similar job, but they build an explicit tree representation of the parsed information. Analysis tools can be built that traverse the AST and output selected pieces of architecturally relevant information in an appropriate format.
Lexical analyzers examine source artifacts purely as strings of lexical elements or tokens. The user of a lexical analyzer can specify a set of lexical patterns to be matched and the elements to be output. An example of a lexical pattern would be one that recognizes the #in-clude <filename> directive in source files, and the output elements would be the source file in which the #include appeared and the name of the file within the angle brackets (< >). Finding and extracting instances of this lexical pattern yields the dependencies that exist between files.
Similarly, we have used a collection of ad hoc tools such as Grep and Perl to carry out lexical pattern matching and searching within the code in order to output some required information.
All of these tools-code-generating parsers, AST-based analyzers, lexical analyzers, and ad hoc lexical pattern matchers-are used to output purely static information.
Profilers and code coverage analysis tools can be used to output information about the code as it is being executed. Using them does not usually require the addition of any new code to the system. On the other hand, code instrumentation-which has wide applicability in the field of testing-involves adding code to the system to make it output some specific information (e.g., what processes connect with each other at runtime) while the system is executing [McCabe 02]. All of these tools and techniques generate dynamic views of the system. Tools to analyze design models, build files, makefiles, and executables can also be used to extract further information as required. For instance, build files and makefiles include information on module or file dependencies that may not be reflected in the source code.
Much architecture-related information can be extracted statically from source code, compiletime artifacts, and design artifacts. However, this may not produce enough information for the architecture recovery process. Some architecturally relevant information may not exist in the source artifacts, due to late binding. Examples of late binding include
• polymorphism
• function pointers
There are other reasons why the precise topology of a system might not be determined until runtime. For example, multiprocess and multiprocessor systems, using middleware such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Jini, or Component Object Model (COM), frequently establish their topology dynamically, depending on the availability of system resources. The topology of such systems does not reside in their source artifacts and hence cannot be reverse engineered using static extraction tools.
Therefore, it might be necessary to use tools that can generate dynamic information about the system (e.g., profiling tools). In some instances, this might not be possible because tools that can obtain this dynamic information are not available on the system platform. Also, there might be no way to collect the results from code instrumentation. This problem usually occurs with embedded systems, where there is no means to output the information generated from code instrumentation.
Guidelines
The following guidelines apply to the Information Extraction phase:
• Use the "least effort" extraction. Consider the kind of information that needs to be extracted from a source corpus and choose the most appropriate tool. Is the information lexical in nature? Does it require the comprehension of complex syntactic structures?
Does it require some semantic analysis? In each of these cases, a different tool could be applied successfully. In general, lexical approaches are the cheapest to use, and they should be considered if reconstruction goals are simple. 
Guiding Principles Type of Extraction Required
The information that is to be extracted is lexical in nature. A set of lexical patterns can be written that allows the information to be extracted.
Lexical analysis. (Simple lexical analysis utilities such as Perl and Grep may be of use.)
The information that needs to be extracted cannot be identified lexically. Elements and relations can be identified through the use of a grammar for a language.
Parsing
More contextual information (semantic information) must be available to clearly identify certain elements and relations.
AST-based analyzers. (These allow an AST to be built and updated after parsing with semantic information.)
• Validate the source information that is extracted. Before starting to fuse or manipulate the various views that have been obtained, make sure that the correct information has been captured in the view. Also make sure that the tools being used to analyze the source artifacts are carrying out their job correctly. A detailed manual examination and verification of a subset with the elements and relations against the underlying source code should be carried out to establish that the correct information is being captured. The precise amount of information that needs to be verified manually is up to the individual. Assuming that this is a process of statistical sampling, the reconstructor can choose a desired confidence level. In general, the more information that is validated manually, the higher the confidence in the results.
• Extract dynamic information where required. If a lot of runtime or late binding occurs and the architecture is dynamically configurable, dynamic information about system runtime is essential and should be extracted using whatever technique is most appropriate. If a profiler is available, use it to extract runtime information. If the system runs on a platform where no profiler is available, it might be necessary to instrument the code to obtain the runtime information. When dynamic information cannot be extracted, only static information will be available for generating architectural representations.
Database Construction Phase
The set of extracted views are converted into Rigi Standard Format (RSF) or the Graphical eXchange Language (GXL) format and loaded into ARMIN during the Database Construction phase. This conversion is done using Perl scripts that read the data and convert it into a file in RSF. The extracted views may be in many different formats depending on the tools used to extract them. For example, an extraction tool, such as Understand for C/C++/Java or Imagix-4D, can be used to load the source code of a system into its internal representation, and this information can then be dumped to a set of flat files indexed by file or function. These files have a uniform structure, and scripts can be developed in Perl to read these files and output information about elements and relations. Figure 1 depicts this process.
Figure 1: Conversion of the Extracted View to RSF
Once the elements and relations file (the extracted view) is converted to RSF or GXL, it can be loaded into ARMIN. Figure 2 shows an excerpt from a sample RSF file. The entire file could be loaded into a new database in ARMIN.
Figure 2: Excerpt from a Sample RSF File
In addition to the tools and techniques used with ARMIN, new ones can be created to convert the format or formats an extraction tool uses. For example, if a tool is required to convert the output from a tool not currently supported, it can be built. Then the output from the new tool 
Guidelines
The following guidelines apply to the Database Construction phase:
• Build database tables from the extracted relations to make processing the data views easier. For example, create a table that stores the results of a particular query, such as grouping the files into components or subsystems so the query will not need to be run again. If the results of that query are required for building further queries, they can be accessed through the table easily.
• As with any database construction, consider carefully the database design before getting started. What will the primary (and possibly secondary) key be? Will any database joins be particularly expensive because they span multiple tables? • Use Perl, Awk, and similar lexical tools to change the format of data extracted using various tools into the RSF so that ARMIN can use the data. These tools are less expensive in terms of development time and resource utilization than writing more complex tools using other programming languages.
View Fusion Phase
In the View Fusion phase, the extracted views are manipulated to create fused views. For example, a static call view might be fused with a dynamic call view. As noted earlier, a static view might not provide all of the architecturally relevant information. In the case of late binding in the system, some function calls might not be identifiable until runtime, so a dynamic call view needs to be generated. These two views need to be reconciled and fused to produce the complete call graph for the system.
The View Fusion phase reconciles and establishes connections between views that provide complimentary information. Fusion is illustrated using the examples in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The first shows the improvement of a static view of an object-oriented system with the addition of dynamic information. The other shows the fusion of several views to identify function calls in a system.
Improving a View
Consider the two code views shown in Figure 3 , which are from the sets of methods extracted from a system implemented in C++.
Figure 3: Static and Dynamic Data Views
The differences between these views are shaded in Figure 4 . 
Static Extraction
Figure 4: The Differences Between Static and Dynamic Views
The dynamic view shows that List::getnth is called. However, this method is not included in the static analysis view because it was not identified by the static extraction tool. That shows that the static extraction tool is not perfect, making it necessary to validate the results of the information extraction. Also, the calls to the constructor and destructor methods of InputValue and List are not included in the static view. These missing methods must be added to the overall reconciled architectural view.
In addition, the static extraction shows that the PrimitiveOp class has a method called Compute. The dynamic extraction results show no such class, but do show classes such as ArithmeticOp, AttachOp, and StringOp, each of which has a Compute method and is in fact a subclass of PrimitiveOp. PrimitiveOp is purely a superclass; it is never actually called in an executing program. But it is the call to PrimitiveOp that a static extractor sees when scanning the source code, since the polymorphic call to one of PrimitiveOp's subclasses occurs at runtime. To get an accurate view of the architecture, the static and dynamic views of PrimitiveOp must be reconciled. To do this, a fusion is performed over the extracted static "calls," dynamic "actually_calls," and "has_subclass" relations. In this way, we can see that the calls to PrimitiveOp::Compute in the static view and to its various subclasses in the dynamic view are really the same thing.
The lists in Figure 5 show the items that would be added to the fused view (in addition to the methods that the static and dynamic views agreed upon) and those that are removed from the fused view (even though one of the static or dynamic views included them). 
Static Extraction
Disambiguating Function Calls
In a multiprocess application, name clashes are likely to occur. For example, several of the processes might have a procedure called main to which there might be calls. It is important to identify and disambiguate these name clashes within the extracted views. Once again, by fusing information that can be extracted easily, we can remove this potential ambiguity. In this case, we would need to fuse the static calls view with a file/function containment view (to determine which functions are defined in which source files) and a build dependency view (to determine which files are compiled together to produce which executables). The fusion of these three information sources makes the names of procedures, methods, and other named elements unique, allowing them to be referred to unambiguously in the architecture reconstruction process. Without the view fusion, name clashes would persist, and the reconstruction results would be ambiguous.
Guidelines
The following guidelines apply to the View Fusion phase:
• Fuse views when no single view provides the information needed for architecture reconstruction. For example, the calls view needs to show the functional decomposition of the system. If a static calls view and a dynamic calls view are present, they are fused to produce a single calls view that shows the decomposition. 
Architectural View Composition Phase
The Architectural View Composition phase consists of two primary activity areas:
• visualization and interaction
• command script definition and interpretation
The visualization and interaction area provides a mechanism that allows the user to visualize, explore, and manipulate views interactively. The Aggregator component of ARMIN is used to present views to the user as a hierarchically decomposed graph [Wong 94 ]. An example presentation of an architectural view is shown in Figure 6 . Using the Aggregator, the user can see views in a variety of layout styles including hierarchical, spiral, and orthogonal.
Figure 6: An Architectural View of a System Presented in ARMIN
The command script definition and interpretation activity area provides facilities for abstracting the low-level information to generate architectural views. The command scripting facilities allow a user to write scripts to construct more abstract views from more detailed ones by identifying aggregations of elements. ARMIN scripts are written using the ARL and any editor, and are then loaded into ARMIN.
Architecture reconstruction is not a straightforward process. Architectural constructs are not represented explicitly in the source code, making reconstruction especially difficult. Additionally, architectural constructs are realized by many diverse mechanisms in an implementation. Usually these are a collection of functions, classes, files, objects, and so forth. When a system is initially developed, its high-level design/architectural elements are mapped to implementation elements. Therefore, when architectural elements are "reconstructed," the inverse of the mappings needs to be applied.
Architecture reconstruction is an interpretive, interactive, and iterative process, not an automatic process. It requires the skills and attention of both the reverse engineering expert and the architect (or someone who has substantial knowledge of the architecture). Based upon the architectural patterns that the architecture expert expects to find in the system, the reverse engineer can build various command scripts using ARMIN. These scripts result in new aggregations that show various abstractions or clusterings of the lower level elements (which may be source artifacts or abstractions). By interpreting these views and actively analyzing them, it is possible to refine the scripts and aggregations to produce several hypothesized architectural views of the system. These views can be interpreted, further refined, or rejected. There are no universal completion criteria for this process; it is complete when the architectural representation is sufficient to support the analysis needs of the users, so the goals of the reconstruction can be achieved.
Consider the subset of elements and relations shown in Table 3 . In this example variables "a" and "b" are defined in function "f"; that is, they are local to "f". We can graphically represent this information as shown in Figure 7 . 
Figure 7: Graphical Representation of Elements and Relations
The local variables are not important during an architecture reconstruction because they provide little insight into the architecture of the system. Therefore, instances of local variables can be aggregated to the functions in which they occur. A script such as the one shown in Figure 8 can be written for this purpose.
Figure 8: Script for Aggregating Local Variables to the Function in Which They Are Defined
The first line is a comment as it begins with a pound sign (#). The second line gets the descendants of a function (using the desc command)-in this case, local variables. The desc command returns a three-dimensional array of the functions and their local variables. The third line merges the function name with the local variables for each function and adds a plus sign (+) to the end of the name. Using the collapse command, the fourth line removes from the graph all the local variable names and leaves only the function name with the +. This new graph is named FUNCTION+. The last line displays the graph in the Aggregator window using the show command.
The result of applying the script is represented graphically in Figure 9 . Most command scripts in ARMIN are developed in a similar manner. The primary mechanism for manipulating the views is the application of command scripts (i.e., inverse mappings). Examples include scripts that
• identify types
• aggregate local variables with functions
• aggregate members with classes
• compose architecture-level elements
An example of a script that identifies an architectural-level component, Logical_Interaction, is shown in Figure 10 . This script says that if the class name is Presentation, Bspline, or Color, or if the class is a subclass of Presentation, it belongs in the Logical_Interaction component.
Figure 10: Query to Identify the Logical_Interaction Component
Scripts are written in this way to abstract information from the lower level information to generate architecture-level views. The reconstructor builds these scripts to test hypotheses about the system. If a particular script does not yield useful results, it can be discarded. The reconstructor iterates through this process until useful architectural views have been obtained. #create Logical_Interaction component #all classes that are subclasses of Presentation $log = {{{"Logical_Interaction"}, {"Presentation++","BSpline++","Point++","Color++","interpolate+", desc(system.types.has_subclass,"Presentation++",/dim=1,/grade=1) } }}; $comps.append($log);
Guidelines
These guidelines apply to the Architectural View Composition phase:
• Be prepared to work with the architect closely and to iterate several times on the architectural abstractions that are created. This is particularly important in cases where the system has no explicit, documented architecture. In such cases, architectural abstractions can be created as hypotheses, and these hypotheses can be tested by creating the views and showing them to the architect and other stakeholders. Based on the false negatives and false positives found, the architect may decide to create new abstractions, resulting in new ARMIN scripts to apply (or perhaps even new extractions that need to be done).
• When the reconstructor is not familiar with the technology the system uses, he or she needs to work with someone who is.
• When developing scripts, try to build ones that are succinct and do not list every source element. The script shown in Figure 10 is an example of a good one; an example of a bad script is shown in Figure 11 . In the bad one, the source elements that comprise the component are simply listed, which makes the script difficult to use and understand especially if a lot of element names are listed. It also makes the script difficult to reuse as the names of the elements in this component would not match those in any other components.
• Scripts can be based on naming conventions if the naming conventions are used consistently throughout the system. For example, a naming convention could specify that all functions, data, and files that belong to the Interface component be given names that begin with the letter i and an underscore (i_). Writing a script that abstracts elements with such names is straightforward.
• Scripts can be based on the directory structure where files and functions are located.
Component aggregations can be based on these directories.
• Architecture reconstruction is the effort of redetermining architectural decisions, given only the results of these decisions in the actual artifacts (i.e., the code that implements the decisions). As the reconstruction process proceeds, information must be added to reintroduce the architectural decisions. This process introduces bias from the reconstructor, thus reinforcing the need for involvement by an architecture expert.
• Reconstructing an entire system might be unnecessary if the goal of the reconstruction is to determine whether the system uses certain architectural styles or tactics [Bachmann 03 ]. According to Stoermer and associates, architecture reconstruction is linked closely to an analysis framework for various system quality attributes, and those attributes are achieved through the use of architectural styles or tactics [Stoermer 03 ].
Figure 11: Example of a Bad Script
#create Graphics component #all of the following list of classes $gfx = {{{"Graphics"}, {" "BlackPixel+","DefaultColormap+","DefaultDepthOfScreen+", "DefaultScreen+","GLwMakeCurrent+","WhitePixel+", "auxSolidSphere+", "auxWireSphere+","auxSolidTetrahedron+", "aux WireTetrahedron+", "tkDrawStr+","fclose+","fflush+", "fopen+","fprintf+","printf+","return+","strcpy+","strlen+"+"} }}; $comps.append($gfx);
Other Architecture Reconstruction Approaches
This section explores other approaches for architecture analysis.
Bowman and Associates
Bowman and associates outline a similar method to that of Dali for extracting architectural documentation from the code of an implemented system [Bowman 99 ]. In one example, they reconstructed the architecture of the Linux system. They analyzed source code using the cfx program (c-code fact extractor) to obtain symbol information (elements in Dali) from the code and generated a set of relations between the symbols. Then, they manually created a tree-structured decomposition of the Linux system into subsystems and assigned the source files to these subsystems. Next, they used the grok fact manipulator tool to determine relations between the identified subsystems, and the lsedit visualization tool to visualize the extracted system structure. The resulting structure was refined by moving source files between subsystems.
Unlike the approach used in Dali, this one is primarily manual. The reconstructor carries out subsystem and component identification by manually selecting source file elements to belong to these views. Dali is more automated, so queries can be written to carry out these tasks. The first step in Bowman and associates' approach was to develop a conceptual architecture. This step is not part of the phases of using Dali outlined earlier, but developing a conceptual architectural view with the help of the developers, maintainers, or the architecture is certainly part of the overall approach when Dali is used. This conceptual architectural view helps to guide the reconstruction effort in the generation and testing of hypotheses. The visualization using Rigi allows for more interaction by the reconstructor. By selecting a particular component in Dali, the lower level elements that comprise those components become visible, and by selecting a link between two components, the relations represented become visible. Bowman's approach does not appear to provide this level of interaction.
Harris and Associates
Harris and associates outline a framework for architecture reconstruction using a combined bottom-up and top-down approach [Harris 95 ]. The framework consists of three components: 1) the architectural representation, 2) the source code recognition engine and supporting library of recognition queries, and 3) a "bird's eye" program overview capability. The bottomup analysis uses the bird's eye view to display the system's file structure and components and to reorganize information into more meaningful clusters. The top-down analysis uses particular architectural styles to define components that should be found in the software. Recognition queries are then run to determine if the expected components exist.
Harris's approach is based on a set of implementation language independent queries that are applied to an AST. Parsing the source code of a system generates the AST, which is specific to a particular programming language. The application mechanism of the queries is also specific for each programming language (i.e., AST specific). Thus if a new language needs to be handled, a new AST has to be developed, a parser has to be written, and a new application mechanism has to be derived. This is not the case in Dali. Using Dali, views can be extracted from different languages using the appropriate tools, and the development of queries to generate architectural representations does not depend on any particular programming language. In fact, Dali can be used on code that cannot be parsed. Thus Dali is more easily applicable across a wider set of programming languages. Harris's approach does provide some metrics information about the amount of code covered by particular architectural styles in the system, which may be useful for maintenance and reengineering purposes. For example, if a particular architectural style in the system has to be changed or reimplemented, it is possible to get an idea of how big the problem will be. This type of information is not provided in the Dali workbench.
Guo and Associates
Guo and associates outline the semi-automatic architecture recovery method (ARM) that assists in architecture recovery for systems that are designed and developed using patterns [Guo 99 ]. It consists of four major phases: 1) developing a concrete pattern recognition plan, 2) extracting a source model, 3) detecting and evaluating pattern instances, and 4) reconstructing and analyzing the architecture. Case studies have been presented showing the use of the ARM method to reconstruct systems and check the conformance of these systems against their documented architectures. Pattern rules are transformed into pattern queries, which can be applied automatically to detect pattern instances from the source model. Refinement of the pattern queries can help to improve the precision of pattern recognition. Visualizations of the recovered patterns are presented to the tool user and aligned with the designed pattern instances.
Guo and associates used the Dali workbench to perform the architecture recovery work. An abstract pattern rule was then mapped into a concrete pattern rule and converted into an SQL query. This query was then applied to the database to extract instances of the pattern. The Guo method is intended for use on systems that have been developed using design patterns, limiting its applicability. It can only be used with systems that were developed using design patterns or in cases where the design pattern implementations have not eroded over time.
Summary
Four major phases of architecture reconstruction were outlined in this report:
• Information Extraction
• Database Construction
• View Fusion
• Architectural View Composition
The activities that are carried out to complete these steps were described, and examples of tool support were provided for each activity. Guidelines for carrying out these activities to obtain a satisfactory architecture representation from an existing system were provided. Most of these guidelines are applicable even if other tools are used to support the reconstruction effort and even when a reconstruction is carried out manually.
In our work at the SEI, we have used ARMIN and Dali to support the reconstruction efforts on several systems in a wide variety of domains. One reason why ARMIN and Dali have been very useful is that both are language independent. They can be used to analyze information from many different languages, systems, and domains. ARMIN replaces the Dali workbench and will continue to be applied on new projects.
